Abstract—Social media becomes an increasingly essential tool for reaching patients and it allows to interact with patient population in real time on a more private level. Patients engage with health care organizations on social media with the anticipation that they will receive a friendly and helpful response. But to respond quickly and accurately, it’s best to have responses to address common questions, comments and concerns. This paper describes some data mining techniques which concerns text mining to analyze unstructured text content. Text and structural data mining of network and social media provides a new disease surveillance resource and can identify online communities for targeted open health communications to promise wide dissemination of pertinent information. Text mining is shown to recognize trends in flu posts that associate to real-world influenza -like illness patient report data. Social media, a communication boon for the public health community has the potential to support and change many health-related behaviours and issues particularly in times of crisis.

Index Terms—Data mining, health informatics, graph-based data mining, web and social media, social network analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining, or knowledge detection, is the computer-assisted procedure of quarrying through and analysing enormous sets of data and then extorting the meaning of the data. Data mining tools predict behaviours and future trends, allowing businesses to construct practical, knowledge-driven decisions. Data mining tools can answer business questions that were traditionally too time consuming to determine [10]. They search databases for hidden patterns, finding predictive information that specialists might miss because it lies outside their expectations. Data mining obtain its name from the similarities among searching for valuable information in a large database and mining a mountain for a vein of valuable one. Both processes need either sifting through an huge amount of material, or intelligently probing it to find where the value resides. Though data mining is unmoving in its immaturity, companies in a wide range of businesses—

including economics, health care, manufacturing, transportation,— are already using data mining tools and schemes to obtain advantage of past data. By using pattern appreciation technologies and statistical and mathematical methods of filter through warehoused information, data mining helps forecasters recognize significant facts, relationships, trends, exceptions, and anomalies that may or else go unobserved.

It allows these companies to decide relationships between “internal” elements such as price, product positioning, or workers skills, and “external” elements such as economic pointers, competition, and consumer demographics. And, it allows them to determine the contact on sales, customer satisfaction, and corporate profits[10].

Finally, it permits to "drill down" into précis information to view detail transactional data. With data mining, a merchant could employ point-of-sale records of customer purchases to send targeted promotions based on an individual's purchase history. Data mining damaged in many areas, in particular health care communities. Detecting particular user communities involves identifying specific, networked nodes that will allow information extraction [10].

II. EXISTING SYSTEMS

Social media communication is an ever more utilized outlet for people to freely create and post information that is dispersed and consumed worldwide through the Internet. News media, traditional scientific outlets, and social media make a platform for minority viewpoints and personal information, which is not being captured by other resources.

Social media can make a sense of anonymity, allowing for unadulterated personal appearance when compared to traditional face-to-face meetings, particularly among young people and about intimate matters [11]. In this esteem, social media provide an additional familiar source of data that can be used to identify health information not accounted to medical officials or health groups and to reveal viewpoints on health-related topics, especially of a sensitive scenery.
In the past 10 years, investigate articles connecting disease surveillance with Internet use have increased in number, mainly likely due to the enlarge in availability of health-related information from various Internet sites. For instance, Wikipedia article hits [2], Google search provisions (Google Flu Trends) [3], [4] were modeled alongside the number of patients with influenza-like illness (ILI) accounted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Several literature analysis have looked at the potential of this sort of research to benefit human health.

Moorhead et al. conducted a appraisal of research studies to recognize potential uses, benefits, and limitations of social media to connect the general public, patients, and health experts in health communication [5]. Although objects identified advantage from using social media in health communications, the writers note a lack of research focused on the valuation of short- and long-term impacts on health announcement practices. Bernardo et al. provided a scoping assessment of the use of search queries and social medium in disease surveillance [6]. First reported in 2006, the reviewed journalism highlighted accuracy, speed, and cost performance that was as good as to existing disease surveillance systems and recommended the exercise of social medium programs to support those systems.

Velasco et al. defined their literature examination to include only peer-reviewed articles on event-based disease observation [7] in which they recognized the existing systems. Walters et al. described many systems implemented and dedicated to bio surveillance, defined as “the discipline in which diverse data streams such as these are described in real or near-real time to offer early warning and situational awareness of events disturbing human, plant, and animal health,” many of which within roughly human disease outbreaks [8].

The paper points out that including promising medium, such like blogs and Short Message Service (SMS), into these schemes along with standardized metrics to calculate the performance of different surveillance systems is critical to the advancement of these early warning systems.

As elements of the International Society for Disease Surveillance (ISDS), recognized a social media effective group (henceforth called the workgroup) to expand research, technology, and operational innovations in electronic public health surveillance.

Now proposed to evaluate the use of social media to allow public fitness professionals to realize positive, valuable, and apt community health outcomes at the local, point, regional, national, and global levels. To address these goals, followed the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses )procedure [8] by systematically compiling and analyzing copy that demonstrates improvement in electronic public health observation through the use of social media.

By focusing on how investigation on social media data can be used for actionable disease observation, are able to bring to light the most excellent ways of using these tools to target vulnerable populations and get better public health in the broad spectrum from identifying and checking disease occurrences to addressing traditionally difficult health concerns, such as young adults drug and alcohol use.

III. DESIGN OBJECTIVES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

The main design objective of this work includes:

- Proposed Design is able to convert a forum into weighted vectors to calculate consumer thoughts using positive and negative conditions alongside another list containing the side effects
- The proposed methods is able to find positive and negative sentiment by mapping the huge dimensional data onto a lower dimensional space using the SOM.
- Provides more security by distributing credentials to the users.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

The System model consists of the User/Patient, Physician, and Admin. It contains the following,

1. Provides security by using identification
2. All the three entities(Patient,Physician,Admin) can view other’s post
3. Provides interaction using reply button
4. Reduce search time by providing instant search
5. Unlimited Availability

![Fig1. System Architecture](https://example.com/system-architecture.png)
According to the Figure, a forum consist of patient, doctor, admin. All these three entities will enter into the forum by using their credentials. Once they entered the patient can post their queries, Admin will follow all the users/patients. The physician role is to give/suggest treatment for their illness. All the details are stored in a database for later use.

V. METHODOLOGY

A. Preliminary Data Search and Compilation
   First the User/Patient or Physician searched for the most popular message boards.

B. Text Mining and Preprocessing
   Data collection and development tree was developed to look for the mainly common positive and negative words, their term-frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) scores in each post.[1]

\[
\text{weight}_{i,d} = \begin{cases} 
\log t_{f,i,d} & \text{if } t_{f,i,d} \geq 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

in which \( t_{f,i,d} \) denotes the word frequency \(t\) in the document \(d\), \(n\) denotes the number of papers within the entire collection, and \( x_t \) represents the number of papers where \( t \) occurs [1],[14].

C. User/Patient Opinion Using a SOM
   For this part of the analysis, SOM(Self Organizing Map) make low-dimensional representation of high-dimensional data [12]. The purpose of using this to evaluate the existence of clusters in the data and how the SOM weights of these clusters would compare to positive and negative opinion[1]

D. Modeling Forum Postings Using Network Analysis
   The network-based analysis is broadly used in social network. This is based on its ability to both model and analyze inter social dynamics[1]. To this goal, built a network from forum posts and their replies, as accounting for content-based grouping of posts outcome from the existing forum outfits .First, the posts collected transformed into two wordlists. Based on the two wordlists, forum posts are modified into numerical vectors containing word-frequency based TF-IDF scores. In parallel, forum posts and replies are modeled as a directed network. Obtained network is further refined to recognize communities/modules of highly interacting users, based on the some methods[15].

F. Categorizing Sub graphs
   Modeling framework has consequently converted the forum posts into several huge directional networks containing a number of compactly connected units (or modules). These modules have the characteristic that they are more compactly attached internally than externally. Chose a multi-scale method that uses local and global criterion for identifying the modules, while maximizing a divider quality measure called stability[1],[13].

The stability measure believes the network as a Markov chain, through nodes representing states and edges being possible conversions among these conditions. In the writers proposed an approach in which changeover probabilities for an arbitrary walk of length \( t \) (being the Markov time) allow multiscale analysis. With increasing scale \( t \), larger and larger modules are found[13].

E. Network-Based Classification of Side Effects
   In the second step of network-based analysis, developed a strategy for identifying potential side effects occurring in the treatment and which user posts on the forum show up. To this goal, overlay the TF-IDF scores of the second wordlist onto modules are obtained. The TFIDF scores within each module will thus directly reflect how common a certain side-effect is cited in module posts. Then, a statistical test can be used to evaluate the values of the TF-IDF scores within the component to those of the overall forum population and identify variables (side-effects) that have considerably higher scores[1].
VI. CONCLUSION

The workflow of analyzing healthcare content in the social media helps to overcome the limitations of large scale data analysis and manual analysis of user generated textual content in social media. This work can help the users to be updated with the effectiveness of the medicines and it can even suggest them with few better medications available. This work also provides feedback to the healthcare system organization and pharmaceutical companies for the available treatments and medicines.
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